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1. Introduction

This study aims to describe those aspects that qualify a form of behaviour as a crime in the virtual communities, these highly organised societies of the Internet. But the image of deviances may not be complete without entities watching over them. It is an interesting question, who could lay down and enforce virtual norms, if not the community itself. Today, organised crime, drug trafficking, money laundering, trafficking in human beings, and sexual exploitation of children are such focal issues of criminal law, whose prosecution does not stop at the boundaries of virtual communities, or the Internet. But what justification does the real world’s jurisdiction have to intervene in the everyday life of independent virtual communities? If they have the right, who decides on the involvement of real authorities? What legal regulations does real-life law enforcement apply in a virtual space? Is there an appropriate response to crimes committed in the virtual world by real-life jurisdiction, and can different forms of virtual deviance be prevented with the tools of real-life crime prevention? These are the questions that I wish to answer in the followings.

2. Types of virtual communities

There are several attempts at classifying online communities. Williams believes that online communities are defined by technical development.1 (Williams, 2010) The first phase of development is web 1.0, where users communicate with each other using electronic mailing systems, newsgroups and instant messages (e.g. MSN messenger). These platforms are static websites whose aim is forwarding textual information. Web 2.0 technology goes a little further than that, involves real-time interpersonal interaction and web content generation appears. Users may edit the contents of a webpage themselves. The more content there is, the greater the demand for the democratisation of content (e.g. wikis, blogs, social networking sites such as Facebook, MySpace, eBay, Bebo). The next step, web 3.0 technology is just taking shape today. This technology makes online interactivity more realistic, life-like and direct with its 3D graphic surfaces (e.g. Second Life, Habbo Hotel, Active Worlds). Users may enter these online surfaces represented by their virtual alteregos, the avatars. Most of these worlds allow their users several activities mimicking reality, such as for

1 “Web is increasingly socialized” - notes Williams.
example buying a real estate or building a house in the virtual space, and having virtual movables. (Williams, 2010)

Reynolds classifies today's virtual realities as follows (Four World Theory). There are online realities whose essence lies in playing together (ludic worlds), based on the rules set by the maker of the game. These communities can not change their rules, and those who do not like the given world may leave (e.g. World of Warcraft). But ‘games’ in a less traditional sense have also appeared. These communities copy the social order of the real world (social or civic worlds; e.g. Habbo Hotel, Second Life). The rules in these virtual worlds are laid down by the operator of the platform, but the users may have a much greater influence on the rules of civic worlds, and therefore they have more independence. Civic worlds are the closest copies of the geographical world. (Reynolds, 2005)

Groups of people, who not only support their current offline lives with new technological developments, but go a step further, and use the technology to create and live a new life, are called virtual realities (VR) in Williams' theory. (Williams, 2006) VR is a graphically developed, virtual online social space created in a 3D environment.

In my interpretation, all users of the Internet are part of some online community. These may be e-mailing communities, but also websites, forums, chatrooms and online games or virtual communities modelled on reality (social or civic communities). Online communities, just as offline (geographical) communities are held together by shared interests, sociability, dialogue and the continuity and regularity of joint action. All Internet users belong to one or another community at their level, and all users of the Internet have the opportunity to overstep the limits of communities of various organisational levels, and join new communities. (For instance, users of Second Life regularly keep contact with each other and other communities on other platforms – forums, chatrooms, websites and e-mails. Boellstorff, 2008)

In the following, I wish to discuss those online forms of deviance that occur in highly organised civic and social worlds. These well-developed online communities are modelled on reality, both in their technical realisation (3D visualisation), and objectives (making contact, the experience of being part of a community, and the recreation of the rules of traditional community life). I will attempt to describe the forms of deviance, the reasons of crime, the nature of harm, and the legality and effectiveness of the intervention of geographic jurisdiction.

3. Where does virtual harm begin?

3.1 The concept of harm in virtual worlds

Williams classifies harms occurring in online communities. (Williams, 2006) According to him, there are 1. cybercrimes, 2. cyber deviances, and 3. cyber harms. While a cybercrime is a black letter crime prosecuted by geographical criminal law and authorities, cyber deviances and cyber harms are harms caused in VR. Cyber harm is an activity which damages or offends one particular member of the community, but does not obviously violate everybody's idea of morals in general. In contrast, cyber deviance is a harmful act which the whole or the majority of the community but at least its leading personalities

---

2 Second Life invented and created by Linden Laboratory Inc. California is a 3D social/civic space on the Internet. As its name implies, it is a virtual world in which members create an avatar and then use that character to live out a separate existence.
consider to be subversive for the community and as such, intolerable. We can also see that acts of one category sometimes turn into another. In relation to the spread of all annoying acts, it is more common for cyber harms to turn into deviances, and deviances into cybercrimes, than the other way round. The case of online harassment is a good example. Offline legal regulations already foresee punishment for the online forms of hate speech. Or let us take ageplay, the sexual exploitation of children in the virtual world which used to be an isolated phenomenon with few cases, but these days acts committed in VR are prosecuted in line with geographical legal regulations. These responses are justified by political, legal and social pressure, when the state is of the opinion that they have to do something against the situation considered to be ‘unbearable’ by certain interest groups. More ‘esoteric’ (not tangible, less clearly outlined) and less grave acts are left to the judgement of online communities. (Williams, 2006) These are the acts that later turn into offline criminal acts, which are grave enough to go beyond the limitations of response of online communities. (Williams, 2006)

The problem is that in many cases it is impossible to decide, whether cyber harm and cyber deviance qualify as cybercrime, and as such whether it is subject to the state’s obligation to enforce criminal law, for the protection of its citizens. To give you a better idea of the confusion, let us see first what kind of deviances may occur in VR and what sets them apart from geographical crimes.

There have been many and varied attempts to classify cyber deviances. (See for instance Williams, 2006; 2010; Wykes, 2010) One of the better known classifications is given by Wall. (Wall, 2001) According to him, the first group is cyber trespass (information warfare: invasion of private space on the Internet by a hacker causing data loss and possibly economic standstill). The second group is cyber theft (spoofing, phishing, pharming, identity theft, cyber copyright infringement), where the user poses as an avatar of someone else which is achieved by hacking a user’s account. (Williams, 2010) The third group is cyber obscenity (legal pornography and sexual misuse of children). (Rimm, 1995; Mehta & Plaza, 1997; Harmon & Boeringer, 1997) The fourth group is cyber violence (manifests in textual, visual and audio forms) which can be further divided as follows.

1. Flaming: debates on message boards and e-mails, containing text messages about others to a humiliating and libelous effect. (Joinson, 2003)
2. Hate speech digital performances: digital performances inciting hatred, e.g. racist, homophobic or extremist websites. (Mann et al., 2003)
3. Online stalking: harassment through computer mediated communication (CMC) for the purpose of gaining information, intimidation, or simply contact with a non-consenting person. (Reno, 1999; Bocij, 2004; Meloy, 1998)
4. Virtual rape: while the stalker only sends messages, the virtual rapist brings the victim to act against his or her will.4 (MacKinnon, 1997; Reid, 1999; Dibbel, 1998)

In my interpretation, there are two underlying deviances in the virtual world, depending on whether the actual (psychological or physical) damage is to the affected person or the

---

3 The politically correct name of the phenomenon known from the media as ‘child pornography’ is ‘child sexual abuse’. ‘Pornography’ assumes that the parties involved are equal, while a contact of sexual nature with a child is always abuse.

4 One form of virtual rape is when the offender animates avatars against the wishes of their owners, and controls them to do humiliating things, e.g. entering a sexual relationship with another avatar against their will.
property created/represented by him/her. In that sense, slander, defamation, contribution to suicide, bodily harm, manslaughter, or crimes against sexual morals, among others, are forms of deviance against persons. Deviances against property are mainly causing financial damage, e.g. theft, copying without permission, damaging and destruction of objects created by avatars. Vandalism can belong to any of the two, depending on the nature of the damage caused.

3.1.1 Deviances against the person in virtual worlds
Judging virtual deviances against persons on the basis of geographical law is complicated, since the ‘person’ is missing, and the user is only present and contacting others in VR through his/her virtual alter ego, but not in person. (Wall bases his opposites, cybercrime and meatcrime, on the same logic. Wall, 2010) For this reason, we could possibly treat crimes in the virtual world as attempts perpetrated on an unsuitable subject or with an unsuitable instrument. Practice, however, shows that this approach is misleading.

Deviances against persons are particularly dangerous, because the individual may sustain serious psychological scars even during textual communication. In the virtual world, textual communication is the substitute of verbal self-expression. Communication plays a role in identifying a person’s place in social hierarchy. Hate speech can be especially destructive. (Becker et al., 2000; Matsuda et al., 1993; Butler, 1997) Hate speech, slander and defamation appear in online communities both as illocutionary and perlocutionary acts. (Austin, 1975) It is possible that a verbal (textual) insult only achieves its effect, when the addressee reads it. This may be immediate – typically in 3D social/civic community spaces –, or delayed, – e.g. when the addressee opens the message sent in an e-mail or posted on a message board. In CMC, real time conversation means that the addressee receives the message immediately, at the same time as it was written, which has an immediate effect. This is characteristic of most interactions in online communities. The text is however supplemented with emoticons, and phatic communication (e.g. using capitals for shouting). Because online communication is so expressive, it is no coincidence, that terrestrial law has conquered the online world with a ban on hate speech. The reason for this is that online texts may cause greater damage than spoken words. Online texts are written, can be re-read, and therefore get more deeply imprinted on the mind of the victim, moreover they invariably leave a trace on the Internet. At the same time, it is possible that the defamatory message is read by others which may un stabilise the individual’s position and reputation in the community. (Markham, 1998; Turkle, 1995; MacKinnon, 1997) The offensive remarks put the opportunity of change and the control into the hands of the offender, who becomes a person of authority. (Delgado, 1993)

3.1.2 Deviances against property (of financial nature) in virtual worlds
Users may not only suffer psychological, but also actual financial damage in virtual worlds. Residents of virtual communities are often looking for opportunities to create themselves. (Oldenburg, 1999, quoted by Williams, 2006) In the virtual space, residents are free to create. They may pursue any creative, and at the same time lucrative business activity, like building houses, writing scripts for furniture, other pieces of home equipment and decorations, and for the appearance of avatars (scripting, fashion designing, motion design for avatars). Just like in the geographical world, residents of virtual communities can live on their takings from services sold. (Boellstorff, 2008) As residents may also trade their goods and services,
the creation of goods is not merely a channel for self-expression, but also a job, as it represents financial value. Residents have no limitations in ‘building’, there is no central power that would limit creative self-expression for political or economic reasons. Virtual space is therefore also called creationist capitalism, where work is not compulsory, but a leisure activity, or even the primary form of self expression. This is why Boellstorff calls the internal structure of online communities playful capitalism, or ludocapitalism, where “production is melting into play”. (Boellstorff, 2008: 206) Hence, in virtual worlds, the development of skills corresponds to the production of goods. This was the ideology that lead the creators of several virtual spaces to enable users to convert their income from virtual goods into an offline currency.5 The creationist capitalism aspect of virtual worlds is further strengthened by the migration of business activities into the realm of the Internet. This is what Yar calls informational economy. (Yar, 2010, referring post-industrial capitalism at Bell, 1999, and Castells, 2002)

As we can see, virtual space is a free space which enables users to express themselves while generating financial profit. The larger the profit generated, the higher the risk of the creator. Financial gain gives a basis to possibly damaging actions. It is therefore indubitable that one may suffer damage in the virtual space, just as in the real world, through the loss, damage or destruction of goods created.

3.1.3 Cyber vandalism

The above classification should be completed with cyber vandalism which neither fits into the category of deviances purely against property, nor those purely against persons. Virtual vandalism means that the offender damages or destroys objects created and/or possessed by avatars, but this may cause psychological damage as well. When virtual objects are vandalised, they are not destroyed for good, as the scripts and codes can be restored, but there is damage done, of a material or psychological nature, if objects of sentimental value, such as gravestones, religious artefacts, devotional articles, or souvenirs are destroyed. (Williams, 2004)

In VR, constructions are a symbol of affiliation, as the act of building is also a symbol of belonging to the community. The vandalisation of institutions symbolising the community (buildings, memorial sites or tablets) is a means of renouncing community existence and breaking down community cohesion. (Williams, 2010) The more such attacks there are, the more fragmented the community becomes, as people are less happy to participate in community activities if the symbols of belonging are regularly vandalised. (For ‘avoidance behaviour’ of community members see Williams, 2006: 81, 83) If the community is weakened, online friendships will also weaken, and these are the essence of an online community. If we accept that online friendships are just as important as offline ones, then any harm done to online friendships may be just as painful a loss as losing a friend or the entire community in the offline world. Similarly, if a formal police building is created in the online world, it reassures the community, can be a means of prevention, and also strengthens ties to the community.

The umbrella term for the different forms of cyber vandalism that is virtual violence against persons and objects – or put simply ‘causing disturbance to others’ – is griefing.

5 Sims Online was the first virtual space based on creationist capitalism. In 2004, 99% of objects were created by residents. (Ondrejka, 2004) Inspired by that, Second Life, launched in 2003, follows the strategy of a user-created inworld exclusively.
Boellstorff believes that griefing is 1. an intentional action 2. which is aimed at disturbing others, 3. that the griefer enjoys. (Boellstorff, 2008; Foo, 2004; Mulligan & Patrovsky, 2003) This stems in the fact that in online communities people are freed of their inhibitions (disinhibition). A positive manifestation of this is when people are altruistic, kind, and a negative one if “people think they can shoot and run”, they can not be identified anyway. Anonymity makes offenders unscrupulous, and this also helps them to keep the victim depersonalised, and neutralise their deeds. (Curtis, 1992) Griefing never harms the victim in his actual physical form, it is therefore less frightening, less grave than its offline counterpart. The harasser and the harassed do not meet in person, and in most cases the harassment is in written form, and not in person. Other senses are not involved (such as smell, touch, vision and hearing). (Williams, 2010) So people can not be harmed physically by griefing, but on the other hand, it may cause serious financial damage, if for example griefing is used in business activities.

3.2 Contact points of virtual and geographical deviances
As we see, the concept of harm is somewhat different from the usual norms of the geographical world. In the VR, the concept of damage and harm is to be viewed in an abstract sense. There is for example no damage done if a suicide bomber blows himself up, as it does not endanger the lives of other avatars. It is another question that the users created the objects destroyed or damaged in such an attack with actual financial investments, and therefore there may be material damage. The users themselves behind the avatars, however, do not suffer any personal damage.

According to some research, cyber deviances do not always remain within the realm of online worlds, but can migrate to offline environments. (Quayle, 2010; Williams, 2006) A real world manifestation of griefing may be offline bullying, or teasing. (Schechner, 1988) Online stalking may give rise to offline stalking. John Robinson, who became known in the online community Cyberworld as Slavemaster was arrested in June 2000 by Kansas State police. He had several victims offline. The last of them was Susette Trouten, a member on Cyberworlds. Both of them participated in sado-masochistic rituals in the online community. Suzette also met the offender, who later killed him, offline. (ABCNews.com, 2000) Cyberworlds created a whole philosophy and phantasy world around sado-maso games, whose believers also realised their acts offline. Suzette Trouten fell victim to these. Reno believes that online stalking can be especially dangerous, as it may be a prelude to its physical manifestation. (Reno, 1999)

Boellstorff presents a whole array of griefing. The amassing of junk in the online community space is a form of griefing, just like placing provocative objects (e.g. giant dildos) in central community spaces, but the mobbing of an avatar and talking to him abusively, or sending abusive, threatening, or intimidating instant messages to several residents are also forms of mobbing. It is particularly disturbing if the avatars are animated against the wishes of their owners, and are made to perform humiliating things. (Boellstorff, 2008)
According to research, it is not advisable to play down virtual harms. In 3D virtual communities **stronger bonds** may develop **than in earlier online communities** only based on textual communication (message boards, bulletin boards, etc.) as the virtual representation of the self appears here, which, together with emote commands deepens feelings and interactivity. (Bocij, 2004) Other research go even further than that, and claim that in the virtual world, **stronger community bonds than in the geographical world** may develop. In real life, we are constantly busy working and taking care of other important things, and we are performance oriented. As opposed to that, in the virtual world, we are more free, have more time, also to pay attention to others, as we are spending our leisure time at the online community. This makes people in the VR more open, more accepting, friendly, and even altruistic. (Boellstorff, 2008) An alternative social arena serves the very purpose of preventing and replacing the dysfunctional social relationships in the offline world. (Oldenburg, 1999) The bond has a significance in defining the **degree of harm.** The stronger the bond to the community, the greater the harm suffered.

We saw now that **virtual and actual are not clearly separated.** Either because online deeds may lead to offline ones, or because the online acts may cause actual psychological or financial damage in the real world. But it is impossible to establish the extent of the harm done in a virtual world. One of the reasons for this is that geographical harm-conception is not taken over one-to-one and also due to statistical problems.

4. Legislative trend – a shift to the virtual

4.1 The actors of moral panic

There are **no reliable statistics** for virtual crimes due to their complexity and their judgement varying from country to country. There are records available, but these mainly contain data collected primarily for financial and less for criminal law reasons, their data fields are not always compatible which makes comparisons impossible. (Wall, 2001) Damage suffered in an online environment very often does not materialise, and if there is material damage, it is very difficult to assess. (Wall, 2008; Moitra, 2003)

There may be no reporting if the victims are not aware of the attack, (Murff, 2007; Moitra, 2003) or perhaps the given country is not yet prepared for registering attacks carried out in computer systems, or the given act is not punishable under applicable law, or there is no forum (administrator or VR community arbitration) where the victim could report to. It is also possible that the victim has reported an offence, but the party entitled to judge the complaint believes there is no need for further measures in the case. Cybercrimes are defined in different ways in the criminal codes of different countries, even though the Council of Europe and the European Union made considerable efforts to unify legislation for laying the foundations of international criminal cooperation and the more effective prosecution of crimes. The development of technology, however, is far more progressing than legislation, so acts may occur which have not been defined properly by law. (Lacey, 2002) Such is for example harassment in a virtual environment which according to

---

7 The Council of Europe’s treaty on cybercrimes adopted in Budapest on November 23, 2001 can be regarded as the first significant global unification agreement. (Convention on Cybeercime, CETS. No. 185 – 23.XI.2001.) At European Union level, Council Framework Decision 2004/68/JHA of 22 December 2003 on combating the sexual exploitation of children and child pornography is the most significant effort. (OJ L 13/44-8)
geographical law, is not obviously classified as a crime. (Online harassment is very often only meant to disturb, and does not always contain an intimidation element. Geographical law, however, almost always demands an emotional effect for the act to qualify as harassment. See Bocij, 2004) The fact that there is no exact statistical data on the volume of deviances occurring in virtual spaces, only further increases the panic, as it may give the impression that virtual deviances are not transparent and uncontrollable. (Wall, 2008)

Overemphasising the negative effects of the Internet and its virtual communities is basically generating moral panic. This is where the responsibility of traditional media shows (I refer to the press, radio, and television as traditional media, offering pre-filtered contents to the audiences). Traditional media are true catalyst of moral panic, because by the very principles of their operation, it enhances the panic effect. Only shocking, scandalous or scary information has any newsworthiness. These media present such information in a pre-filtered manner, lifted out of the original context. Programmes that expressly emphasise the fact of downfall of morals, of the crisis of values and of the moral crisis further add to this. (Parti, 2010)

However, not only media news trigger panic. Scientific research on changes of behaviour in relation to the new medium, the Internet, can also fuel moral panic. Science may be objective in its principles, but it still can not explain a lot of phenomena, or predict their effects (see e.g. what an effect the presence in a VR community may have on the personality), and in such cases resorts to guesswork when looking for arguments and consequences.

Aversions towards cyber-communities are born out of the threat of emerging cyber-deviances. A cyber-deviance in general means the adjustment to the online environment coupled with double moral standards. Double moral standard (Michelet, 2003) means that the majority of users traditionally respects accepted norms, but in VR communities they live by different standards (e.g. they would not steal a mobile phone or a bag, but they have no qualms about downloading copyrighted software which is also illegal). These double moral standards are nourished by people’s faith in anonymity that is the belief that the parties communicating online are unidentifiable.

Some social scientists even claim that the spread of online communication leads to the complete decline of existing moral values. The reason for this is the mass appearance of harmful contents on the Internet and their availability to anyone, especially youngsters. Such contents – like pornography, xenophobia, incitement to hatred or extremist ideas – were not available to anyone before the Internet age and were very difficult to spread. As by now everybody can potentially access these materials, they are becoming increasingly extreme due to the competition.

Moral panic is not only society’s spontaneous reaction to the spread of a disturbing activity (deviance) or a new phenomenon. Such are for example today’s moral panic reactions to the Internet as new technology, and the media. Some believe that causing panic is a means of governments in general to manage new, earlier unknown social symptoms. Panic can therefore also be an artificially generated balancing power, and as such, a means of prevention. (Parti, 2009) Moral panic, whatever triggers it, is suitable for repeatedly developing people’s self-control.

Causing panic at government level can be justified less with the publication of perceived or actual facts or suppositions, than with intentions of prevention. Frank Füredi in his book on risk society (Füredi, 1997) elaborates that in a ‘culture of fear’ our interpersonal relations become dangerous. Above all, we have to concentrate on maintaining our private sphere, as
that is the most likely to be affected. Füredi says that hysterisation keeps appearing in new areas. This is, however, primarily not related to the dissemination of knowledge and information, but prevention. For example, the US government did not tell the truth, when they labelled AIDS as the greatest risk of homosexuals. (Füredi, 1997) Looking back, however, society tolerates this 'benign lie', because the government could only move people to practice self-moderation and self-control with this exaggerated prevention campaign. With this purpose in mind, it is not so obvious anymore whether in a similar situation we should tell the truth, or make use of a white lie as a means of prevention. According to another branch of the consciously caused panic theory which in many respects is similar to panic triggered by the media, moral panic is a means to maintain political power. This is similar to panic caused by the media in that both use panic as a means to achieve their own goals. (Korinek, 2006)

Garland and Simon (Garland, 2001; Simon, 2007) believe that politicians and crime prevention policy makers use this panic for tactical purposes, for crime prevention and risk control. They use the same tactics for cybercrime which is not surprising at all. Taipale calls the fear of technology FrankenTech. (Taipale, 2006) The developers of technology are often involved in crime prevention policies (including activists and the media), and it is in their interest to exaggerate the threat of cybercrime, as it sells their products. The gap between the expected (perceived) threat and the security-measures corresponds to the gap lying between the numerous cybercrime cases reported by media and the few actually solved by law enforcement. This is a so called 'reassurance gap' that needs to be bridged. (Innes 2004) A typical example for the need for reassurance is the public’s need for stricter and more detailed legal regulations and police action. This is obviously impossible to realise, because it is not only the supposedly large number of crime and their wide-spread nature that is missing, but also the police forces are more prepared for mass response to crimes already committed than prevention and monitoring of those in the grey zone. (Wall, 2007)

**Legislation** on the new medium – even though only indirectly – also contributes to the deepening of the moral panic. Legislation is always based on scientific research and consultation with experts, but it can not shake off the effect of politics either. **Political interests** always try to ensure that public opinion prevails, and are certainly under pressure from the public opinion. For this reason, legislation also can not remain completely unaffected by the moral trends triggered by the feeling of panic. (Parti, 2010)

Legislation trends in recent times point to the penalisation of an ever wider circle of acts, the criminalisation of preparatory acts, and the exaggerated regulation of details.

### 4.2 The reverberations of moral panic in legislation – through the example of child sexual abuse

Of all waves of panic, perhaps the most pervasive is related to the sexual exploitation of children. (Jenkins, 1998). A research of Carnegie Mellon Univesity (Rimm, 1995) found in the early 1990s, that about half of all Internet content is of pornographic nature. Even though since then, this research has been proven to be methodologically flawed, it is still regarded

---

8 Such is for example the sincerity of romantic relationships – can we believe it will last?; the safety of single women – will men really protect them, or rather bring more danger?; genetic engineering – what effects do genetically modified foods have on our body and environment?; state-of-the-art technologies – is it safe to use air conditioners in the office, or on an airplane?; Internet communication – is it safe, or does it lead to the abuse of our data?
as the moral panic genesis of the Internet. The moral panic is, however, not entirely unfounded, as with the advent of the Internet the online sex industry started to develop explosively and still has a huge financial potential. (Wall, 2001; Casey, 2004) This created a never-before-seen competition situation online, so that the pornography industry is forced to make its products more extreme, just to maintain demand. This extremisation mainly shows in the increasingly lower age of the actors. (Parti, 2010) Another element of the pornography panic is that consumers may become immune or indifferent to traditional pornography. The usual contents are not enough for old consumers, they always want something new and more exciting. Also, Internet users not consuming pornography are involuntarily faced with it online with increasing regularity which leads to a gradual desensitisation towards extreme contents. The following table shows how the nature of pornography has developed as a cause of the rise of the Internet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When?</th>
<th>The audience of pornography</th>
<th>General opinion on pornography</th>
<th>Social attitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before the Internet</td>
<td>Targeted groups: marketeres, black market, news agents, buyers of erotic literature, visitors of video rental shops</td>
<td>‘Extreme’</td>
<td>Excluding, rejecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After the appearance and spread of the Internet</td>
<td>Groups are not specifically targeted: everybody with an Internet connection</td>
<td>‘Ordinary’</td>
<td>Tolerant, accepting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: The transformation of pornography with the appearance of the Internet (Parti, 2010)


---

⁹ Council of Europe Convention on the protection of children against sexual exploitation and sexual abuse (CETS. No. 201 – 25. X. 2007)

The Cybercrime Convention, the Framework Decision and the Lanzarote Convention regard all depictions of child sexual abuse as criminal. The objects of commission do not only include depictions of existing minors, but realistic images representing a minor, and also depictions of persons appearing to be a minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct. Despite the above, the applicable law of different countries is not unified: not only visual or graphic depictions, but textual descriptions (Germany, see Sieber 1999), and voice recordings (answering machines) can be an act of commission too (Switzerland, see Suter-Zürcher, 2003). Hungary, where the act of commission of child pornography has a narrow definition only punished the pornographic depiction of existing minors. At the same time, mainly in the youngest member states of the EU, such as Slovenia, Romania or Bulgaria, there is no clearly delineated legal practice concerning the acts of commission. (Parti, 2009)

In the past years, law enforcers have become increasingly interested in virtual child sexual abuse, the more spectacular, more interactive manifestation of the online sexual exploitation of children. Virtual child sexual abuse, also called ageplay is a sexual service which is – probably – offered by adult users to adult users. Virtual child prostitutes are available in virtual brothels, where there are playgrounds and children’s rooms in place for the purpose. The perpetrators, behind whom there are real adults, may enter into a sexual relationship with virtual children with the help of action balls. The client pays for the virtual sexual intercourse to the provider of the services (a kind of madam operating a brothel) in virtual money. The virtual currency is quoted in the stock exchanges of the real world, and it can be converted to real money. The fact that there are often other avatars present and watching the virtual act, shows how popular these ageplays are.

In relation to crimes and deviances against persons in the virtual world, the underlying question is, who and how is harmed by these acts, if the physical body is not hurt, and not even in any danger? If we apply this question to virtual child sexual abuse, we may ask what role does the fight against ageplay, if there is no contact crime, and even the user posing as a child is actually an adult?

The debate is ongoing on what effect exactly the ageplay may have on the participants. According to some, the participants act out their desires through the game, and would never touch real children, while others say that it only promotes habituation. (Clark & Scott, 2009) Quayle & Taylor write that the use of online images of children has several functions. It is a means of justifying behaviour, a way of making children compliant by blackmailing them, as trophies, or even as a form of currency for exchange with other paedophiles. (Quayle & Taylor, 2002; Sullivan, 2007) There is no proof that behaviours practiced in the virtual world will ever manifest in the real world. On the other hand there is no guarantee that virtual contact really keeps participants back from committing the same in the geographical world. The contact between the virtual and real world, however, is shown undeniably by the fact that ageplay is not an isolated phenomenon. There are also identified paedophile rings present in virtual communities (e.g. Boy Love Online in Second Life) which are trading images of real children.

11 Art. 9 § 2 of the Cybercrime Convention; Art. 1 § b./ of the Framework Decision, Art. 20 § 3 of the Lanzarote Convention
12 Psychologist and psychotherapist Lutz-Ulrich Besser said about ageplay that it breaks down inhibitions, therefore gets the person closer to an offline act, that is a contact crime. Besser believes that ageplay is a playful preparation of the contact with a real child and the commission of an offline crime.
There are also problems surrounding the definition of child sexual abuse in practice. Neither the Framework Decision, nor the Lanzarote Convention gives a definition of images that ‘visually depict’ children. Member states prosecuting realistic depictions of non-existent children could not come at an agreement so far regarding the extent to which the realistic images should be recognisable. For example, does a hand drawing of a child qualify? To what an extent should the children in a hand drawing be recognisable? To what an extent should a computer-generated image be recognisable (e.g. computer animations, child characters in computer games or avatars appearing in virtual communities)? The question may be rephrased as ‘where exactly do the boundaries of a virtual child lie’. (Parti, 2009) A German public prosecutor (Peter Vogt, Oberstaatsanwalt, Halle) says that if the action and the age of the characters intended to be depicted are both clearly recognisable (e.g. in the computer-animated world of Second Life), then a crime is committed, independent of the virtual space and the actual age of the users behind the child-avatars. (Second Life Insider, 2007) The reason why virtual depictions are criminalised is that online and offline forms of abuse can not be separated, since not only the depicted child, but any child can be a victim. The necessary steps must be taken for the protection of children’s human dignity, and against the popularisation of sexual exploitation of children. (Quayle, 2010; Williams, 2010) From the point of view of the criminal theory, criminalisation of depictions of non-existent children involves anticipatory criminal liability to an early endangering of goods as a means of prevention. Anticipatory criminal liability is abstract regulation of a societal process, hence, it is already a risk management tool, because it punishes the possible future transformation of an act based on a weak causal interdependence. (Zavrsnik, 2007)

The Lanzarote Convention and the 2009 proposal for an EP recommendation would not only regard the actual sexual abuse, but also its related preparatory behaviours as sui generis criminal acts. Such behaviour is for example an online chat session with the intention of sexual exploitation, or any other forms of contacting children online with the aim of the child’s sexual abuse. The question is, how it can be evidenced that the child was contacted online in preparation of an actual act of abuse offline, if the actual abuse does not take place (at least it is not attempted). In some countries – for example the United Kingdom (2004), Austria (2006) and Bulgaria (2007) – such acts are punishable as sui generis crimes. In other countries, legal regulations on online child grooming are in preparation. (For an overview of countries see ICMEC annual reports on Child Pornography: Model Legislation and Global Review)

There is no general legal practice as regards regulating the possession of images of child sexual abuse. The Cybercrime Convention does give member states the opportunity to leave the act of possession unpunished, and therefore fails to create unified conditions for the prosecution of international child sexual abuse networks. At the same time, it is not clear
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13 Art. 1, b./ of the Framework Decision; Art. 20 § 2 of the Lanzarote Convention
14 Art. 23 of the Lanzarote Convention
15 The Sexual Offences Act (2003, Section 15) introduced the punishment of meeting children online (not in person, but by mobile phone, chatrooms or similar), if such happens with the intention of offline (physical) sexual abuse. Offenders face up to 10 years of imprisonment. See online at: http://www.opsi.gov.uk/acts/acts2003/en/ukpgaen_20030042_en_1.htm
16 The Austrian anti-stalking law (§107a StGB) punishes grooming with imprisonment of up to one year. See online at: http://www.internet4jurists.at/gesetze/bg_stgb01.htm#%A7_105
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whether the temporary storage of data such as cookies, cache or temporary files directory qualifies as a means of intentionally acquiring the depictions. A further question is, whether the establishment of criminal liability may be technically dependent on restorability. Acquiring and possession are also behaviours, whose criminalisation is aimed at the prevention of an event (sexual abuse) that may occur in the future, which is, in practice, not always causally linked to acquisition and possession. (Zavrsnik, 2010)

The Lanzarote Convention extends the scope of punishable preparatory behaviours, e.g. the access – without downloading – of websites containing child sexual abusive images. Here, however, a question of proof arises, namely how to distinguish technically between intentional downloading and unintentional access. At the moment, whether the perpetrator ‘accessed’ the child sexual abuse contents out of negligence or intentionally, can only be proven with indirect evidence. Such indirect evidence may be for instance the magnitude of further child sexual abuse images recovered from the computer of the accusee, their classification into galleries, or whether the accusee visited websites containing child sexual abusive material regularly or not. (Krone, 2004; 2005) By any means, a proof of intentional access beyond any doubt is at the moment technically not feasible.

Abstract endangering delicts are very difficult to prove. While the abuse is not in at least an attemptual phase, we can not prove the causal link to online contact. In relation to the abstract endangering delicts, the danger of a thought police or an authoritarian state which passes judgement over people’s activities not on the basis of actions, but thoughts, is very real. A wide array of online surveillance technologies are available today for the control of criminality, but only at the detriment of private life and human rights. (Wykes & Harcus, 2010) This is why the authors Wykes and Harcus remark that if governments continue this surveillance, they themselves will become terror governments, and the countries they govern become terror states.

In recent times, the sphere of persons or institutions that can be made liable in relation to virtual child sexual abuse has been extended. The liability of not only those making depictions available, but also that of the Internet service providers arises. The 2009 proposal for an EP recommendation would regard all persons ‘serving’ Internet users showing an interest in child abuse as criminal, among them also those operating online chatrooms and forums dealing with sexual exploitation of children. The question remains, however, which chatrooms can be proven to be aimed at the sexual exploitation of children. Is it sufficient for example for someone to initiate such a conversation in a chatroom and not to be expelled from the chatroom, or will it be only chatrooms with conversations exclusively of such nature that meet the criteria, or will there have to be such a chatroom service affiliated with a website containing child sexual exploitation content?

In the recent years, solutions for the blocking and filtering of illegal content on the Internet appeared one after the other. These also represent a rather controversial area of crime.
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18 Art. 20 § 1.f/ of the Lanzarote Convention
19 The Lanzarote Convention entered into force in July 2010. Countries who adopted the regulations of the convention into their national law include Denmark, the Netherlands, Greece, and the signatories include member states of the European Union such as France, Germany and the United Kingdom. These states support the ideas of the Convention on symbolic legislation. For the list of ratifications and signatories see: http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/ChercheSig.asp?NT=201&CM=8&DF=26/07/2010&CL=ENG
prevention. (See e.g. Sieber, 2009 on the debate surrounding German Internet-blocking efforts.) The government level control of the Internet is usually introduced under the aegis of the fight against online child sexual abuse, but it may be based on other delicts considered to be dangerous to the self or the public. The tools of content blocking on the Internet are not yet really effective, and can be by-passed with basic technical skills. On the other hand, the danger of overfiltering/overblocking is also realistic. This means that also some legal content is kept from the Internet users which infringes on such civic liberties as the freedom of access to information and fundamental rights such as the freedom of expression.

There are also moral, constitutional, debates, reconnaissance, and evidence difficulties related to abstract endangering crimes committed in an online environment. If the right to freedom of expression is a fundamental constitutional right, then on what grounds could the expression of an opinion be restricted which does not, only may pose a direct threat? What communication of how many users should be recorded for us to be able to prove the future intentional commission of the crime? If it is difficult to prove the intentional nature of the acquisition of illegal contents, than how will we prove that the attempts to groom a child had the final aim of sexual abuse – before any actual sexual abuse was attempted? The international documents on the sexual exploitation of children clearly indicate legislative trends. They use criminal law to prevent the possible threat preceding the abstract threat – that is the anticipatory act of the crime. Criminal law may be a quick and simple response to a mass threat posing a great danger to certain layers of society (here minors) and can therefore be suitable to reassure society. It is another matter, whether this psychological tool achieves the goal of prevention in practice. Is it a necessary and proportionate tool for the prevention of such an abstract threat, and is criminal law really the most suitable means to reduce the threat?

The above mentioned legislative trends are influenced by the concerns communicated by the traditional media, the need for the protection of citizens (especially children), and the findings of scientific research. Therefore, legislation is shifting towards a detailed regulation which carries a couple of risks. Namely, there is a trap of overregulation, casuistic decisions, redundancy, and lack of transparency. There is also a troubling tendency of criminalising preparatory behaviours, due to the fact that these are difficult to prove, and it is difficult to separate intentionality from negligence. Furthermore, due to overcriminalisation, criminal law becomes prima ratio instead of ultima ratio. Criminal law becomes the tool of primary reaction to milder deviances as well. This is a dangerous trend, especially if it is not coupled with other preventive tools, as information on safe Internet-use is scarce, and even parents are unaware of how they could prepare their children for the dangers of Internet-use. (Michelet, 2003; Mitchell et al., 2003; Kiesler et al., 2000; Turow & Nir, 2000)

5. Actual policing in virtual reality

Since in an ideal case, criminal law is only the last resort of regulators, let us see first what other means there are to fight harm and deviances in VR communities.

5.1 Self-regulation of virtual communities

The regulatory methods and bodies of virtual communities can be summarised as follows.

1. The community itself passes unwritten rules (informal rules: local ‘customary law’ that is written law in the making).
2. The community itself introduces written regulations (formal rules, such as conduct and content guidelines, e.g. Terms of Service, End User Licence Agreement).

3. A few members of the community decide on the rules based on authority bestowed on them by the community (case-by-case judgement, establishment and execution of sanctions e.g. expulsion from the community).

4. Internet Service Provider (ISP): the user accepts (registration) and regards as binding to himself the rules of the ISP when joining the community (when these rules are breached, the ISP may suspend or block the IP-address belonging to the given account, and in more severe cases may report to the authorities).

5. In the case of the gravest deviances (which cause great harm and are inevitably punishable under offline legal regulations), an external authority (investigative authority, jurisdiction) has competence on a national level.

6. Supranational level: the foundations of international cooperation are laid by international conventions and other documents. (For a general overview see Wall, 2001) Virtual communities regulate primarily themselves with a set of regulations created from the bottom up (self-regulation). Self-regulation is a form of informal social control which the members of the community practice over rule-breakers. In the early stages of virtual worlds, the only regulator was the system administrator, who suspended or expelled members with technical means. This rather oligarchic system of regulation did not observe the interests of the community or the opinion of the community members, and could only work in smaller communities, where the control through the administrator was still effective. However, the continuous growth, democratic nature and zero-tolerance approach towards deviances of virtual communities lead to more mature regulations. This then resulted in the appearance of self-regulation and vigilante groups. The increasingly widespread organised activities of vandalistic groups demand a more serious defence and preparation from the community. One of the possible means of action against such organised attacks can be the vigilante groups, consisting of volunteering, independent ‘policemen’ (such a vigilante group in the virtual space Cyberworlds is Peacekeepers, see Williams, 2006). The tasks of vigilantes include the qualification of acts, sanctioning, the temporary ejection from the world, and account suspension or ultimate cancellation. The vigilantes’ sheer presence has a preventive role, and increases the sense of security in the residents. (Crawford & Lister, 2004) If the vigilantes fail to reach their goal, the victim may report the attack at the ISP, who will warn the attacker to put an end to his behaviour, and suspend or block him from further participation. Users may also take action against the attacker individually by reporting him to the service provider (by sending an abuse report). If there is a more serious breach of rules, the community may vote the attacker off from among the residents (ostracism). (Talin, 2003) Voting off from the community is based on the principle of shaming. Shaming functions as a punishment, and relies on the principle of conditioning which we learn at a young age. (Braithwaite, 1989) It teaches people to tell apart good and bad, and to feel guilty, if we think we have done something wrong. As the feeling of shame is an internal reaction (and not an external command), it has an immediate, and therefore educational effect. (Hirschi, 1969) Braithwaite says that the
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20 E.g. the Second Life Terms of Service says that ‘big six transgressions’, that is intolerance, harassment, assault, disclosure (of personal information), indecency and disturbing the peace may prompt an abuse report to Linden.
individual usually has the impulse to commit the crimes, but the stronger his ties to the (virtual) community, the greater the restraining effect. (Braithwaite, 1989)

The system of rules of virtual communities always corresponds to the needs of residents and is heterogenous. The governing is namely not practiced by a higher body, but the community based on organic rules, or a by a group of residents appointed by the community. Boellstorff calls this governance system ‘grassroot governance’. (Boellstorff, 2008) Belonging to a virtual community may already in itself have a preventive function. The humiliation used by virtual communities may have a stronger restraining effect than the sanctions of geographical communities, since the bonds within a virtual community, as we have seen, may be stronger. However, community governance is also criticised.

The administrator represents his own selfish interests and not the community by setting the rules of joining the community, and judging the breaches of rules alone (dictatorship). (Doctorow, 2007; Chun, 2006) Vigilantes are effective in repelling systematic attacks destructive for the community, but are less effective in fighting sporadic, ad-hoc individual actions. The vigilantes are unable to act directly on the scene of the crime which means that action and sanction are separated in time. (Williams, 2010) Abuse reports sent by residents to the administrator carry the risk of another abuse, as they may contain false accusations which may lead to a tarnished reputation, account suspension, or financial losses even if the accusations are proven to be unfounded. If the reputation is tarnished disproportionally by the abuse report as compared to the damage caused, the abuse report is deviant, independent of whether it was at least partly justified or not. (Boellstorff, 2008)

Lessig says that technology is a more effective means of governance than legal regulations, norms or even community tools. (Lessig, 1999) This is the essence of the Internet, and regulation should also be based on this. The key to its effectiveness is that it can change the ‘behaviour of avatars’, can stop them from continuing their subversive behaviour, can be easily adjusted to the community’s needs, can be a means of prevention and more than just a response to deviances (e.g. if the platform developer does not make certain behaviours possible). As it is automated, it is an invisible means of control, and does not give residents the feeling of being constantly watched and controlled. (Williams, 2006) Besides that, only technology makes immediate response possible. Lessig’s main argument, however, is that technology does not rely on individual judgement, and there are no abuses of power. Technology is the most effective means of regulation, since it is liberal, equal and can be developed. Some critics say however, that even technical regulation can not be objective, as the system’s crack-proofness always depends on the creativity of the code writers. Therefore technical design is also permeated by subjectivity. (Hosein et al., 2003)

5.2 Formal control of virtual communities – police presence

Eventhough there are only guesses as to the nature of threats, and estimates for their volume, and the criminal law assessment of preparatory acts is much debated, the presence of the police forces in VR communities is very real. While virtual communities solve the problem of crime prevention with their own internal control (informal control), geographical authorities carry out their criminal prosecution and preventive activities in a form approved by the state (formal control).

The presence of police organs in virtual communities on the one hand can raise the sense of security in virtual citizens, and on the other it is suitable for the surveillance of the life of virtual alteregos, and thereby for the discovery of crimes in an early stage through covert investigative measures.
Several countries maintain a police unit in virtual communities. One of the biggest both in terms of scope of action and the number of cooperating partners, is the London-based Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre (CEOP) which also carries out investigations in online environments to uncover child sexual abuse. CEOP cooperates with several police units and foreign police forces in the UK and abroad, because transnational crimes committed on the Internet demand international cooperation. CEOP has a central role in receiving and forwarding information. CEOP has the responsibility in the UK for receiving intelligence and information from overseas on child sexual abuse crimes. CEOP’s Intelligence Faculty analyses and develops the material that they receive from other organisations and forwards details of individual suspects to local police forces, who in turn initiate their own investigations. CEOP’s officers are technically the officers of the Serious Organized Crime Agency (SOCA). SOCA also has a Paedophilia Unit, but CEOP is an independent coordinator of online investigations into paedophilia cases.

CEOP does not only act as an investigatory authority, but also makes considerable efforts in the fields of primary prevention, and informing the population about threats. It also maintains a reporting centre, and keeps the knowledge of experts up-to-date with continuous trainings.

Other countries’ police authorities are not directly present in virtual communities, that is they do not monitor communities directly, but may initiate criminal proceedings, if they acquire information on crimes committed in a virtual space. The German investigative television channel ReportMainz looked into the child sexual abuse scandal around Second Life. They found that the German Federal Criminal Police Office (Bundeskriminalamt) was informed by CEOP in early 2007 that in the virtual world of Second Life sexual services of child avatars are sold at brothels (that is children are forced into prostitution). There were German citizens among the offenders, who accessed the virtual community through German servers. The detectives of the Federal Criminal Police Office entered the virtual community, and together with the undercover detectives of CEOP uncovered the criminal ring. (Report Mainz, 2007; see also CEOP Center film, 2009) The administrator of Second Life, Linden Lab agrees to cooperation with investigative authorities, but the users’ statement accepted when entering also stipulates that no acts may be committed in Second Life that would constitute crimes in the geographical world, and they expressly refer to the ban on abuse against children. What is more, they also ask users to report any such abuse they encounter to the International Centre for Missing and Exploited Children (ICMEC). They have also announced that they intend to develop a system that would prevent such abuse. How they would do it, remains a question.

The government bodies and the military of the US are also present in Second Life, where they possess islands. (Au, 2005) With the spread of the trade with virtual goods, there has been an extension of state power to virtual communities in recent times. The European Union levied a tax on its citizens who are residents in Second Life, and have an account in the virtual world. The residents pay tax after real and movable estate that they directly buy from the developer of the platform, Linden Lab. The US Congress discussed a possible tax
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21 CEOP also maintains a website, http://www.ceop.gov.uk
22 For CEOP’s awareness-raising campaign see http://www.thinkuknow.co.uk
23 Anything that a resident pays for to Linden Lab has VAT added. This includes premium account registration, purchases from the Land Store, land use fees (tier), Private Region fees, land auctions, LindeX transaction fees. (WikiSecondlife on VAT, 2010)
on Second Life residents after their income and property there, and also a possible intervention of the US authorities in the regulation of contents. (NeoWin, 2009) Boellstorff believes that this is bound to be the most debated issue in relation to VR communities in the future.

Eventhough most police organs are not directly present in virtual communities, they are carrying out investigations in relation to crimes in virtual worlds within the framework of international cooperation. Therefore Europol, the police cooperation organisation of the European Union, and the coordinator of international cooperation, Eurojust both have a significant role in uncovering crimes committed online. (See for example Operation Koala: CEOP press release, 2007)

5.3 Outsourcing of formal control

In recent times, there is a visible trend for state crime prevention activities (formal control) to be outsourced. More and more, the state’s crime prevention role is taken over by NGOs, and the police also involve NGOs in their criminal prosecution activities (thereby strengthening informal control).

The reason for the outsourcing of state criminal prosecution activities is on the one hand the continuous specialisation of technical skills related to the Internet, and on the other the decentralisation of the state. (Yar, 2010) The concept of the traditional economic and social welfare state failed in the second half of the 20th century. The state is trying to perform these tasks traditionally in its own sphere of responsibility in that it hires NGOs for the purpose. Such tasks include containing crime, and also prevention. The decentralisation of the state is based on a neoliberal philosophy which gradually liberalises and deregulates markets, and privatises the public sphere. This has the advantage that costs are shared among those in charge of different tasks, and it also frees public agencies – such as the police force – from the burden of responsibility and the tasks in the ever expanding field of crime prevention. The growing rate of privatisation of the control of online crimes and its acquisition of economic players is a result of this neoliberal process. It was high time, as the police are not achieving any apparent results in the field of investigations into and the prosecution of Internet crime against significant financial investments. (Wall, 2001)

Decentralisation not only shows in the outsourcing of criminal prosecution, but also that of crime prevention activities. The moral panic that the state made good use of and in certain cases artificially generated to shape the self-protection mechanisms of citizens has backfired. Citizens’ fear of crime has become irrational. Füredi even speaks of a fear of fear itself (Füredi, 1997) which manifests in that citizens are overly afraid, and even panic when it comes to crimes, irrespective of whether there is an actual threat. (Wall, 2010) This is also mentioned in Garland’s crime complex, where he says that we expect crime on a large scale, and go into a state of shock if we do not encounter it. (Garland, 2001) The fulfilment of crime prevention tasks – awareness raising, crime and subcrime reporting, victim assisting – is transferred more and more to user communities. User communities are self-regulating communities, hence they decide themselves what needs protecting and how, and what the means of protection should be.

According to Yar’s classification, there are criminal prosecution organs participating in the regulation of the Internet which belong to the non-governmental area. On the other hand, commercial players carrying out profit-oriented policing activities have a great role to play.
in regulation. (Yar, 2010) Such is for example the awareness-raising activity of software manufacturers, or their contribution to containing online crime. An example for this is the Child Exploitation Tracking System (CETS) developed by Microsoft Corporations in 2005 for the tracking of online child sexual abuse offenders. The application based on Microsoft’s technology is used by investigative authorities across the world to track the online movements of suspected offenders and to collect evidence without accidentally performing the same work twice. This example shows well that external players are needed in criminal prosecution not only due to the growing number of tasks, and the insufficiency of state competencies, but also rapid technical development. The more the investigative authorities are unable to keep pace with technical development, the greater and more important the role of business organisations in the field of criminal prosecution.

For investigations in virtual worlds, the cooperation of the platform operator or the Internet service provider with investigative authorities is very often necessary for technical reasons. The platform operator, who is actually the system administrator, is the lord over virtual worlds. He has the log-in and other personal data of the suspected offender, without which the investigative authorities could never track down the offenders. (In the case of Second Life, Linden Lab cooperates with the authorities of the geographical world in reconnaissance activities. They establish who are behind the avatars committing crimes in the sense of geographical law, and put the user accounts at the disposal of investigative authorities.) A good example for the cooperation of Internet service providers is the application of solutions developed for the filtering and blocking of illegal and harmful online content. (Sieber & Nolde, 2008; Tous, 2009) Governments have the option of several different solutions for filtering illegal or harmful content. All of them are based on the principle that the main ISPs active in the given country should filter the content passing through their servers based on certain considerations, so that these do not get to the users. ISPs however also have an obligation to report to investigative authorities if they encounter illegal content. The Cybercrime Convention and the Data Retention Directive of the European Union prescribe a similar obligation for the ISPs in relation to the storage and forwarding to the investigative authority of traffic data. Service provider cooperation plays an important part in each document, as data from ISPs serve as evidence in criminal proceedings.

The need for the private regulation of the Internet is natural. It is the interest of users and user communities to protect what they consider valuable and threatened, independent of priorities defined by the state. (For more on top-down initiative and consensus based processes see Castells, 2002) Several such citizens’ initiatives of crime prevention developed in relation to the fight against online child abuse. Such is for example Internet Watch Foundation (IWF) which was established in 1996 in the United Kingdom. IWF is a self-regulating system consisting of the representatives of content providers and telecommunication companies. Its method is the monitoring of online content. They are

24 For more see: http://www.microsoft.com/industry/publicsector/government/cetsnews.mspx
26 IWF: http://www.iwf.org.uk
primarily fighting online child abuse, hate speech and racist content, and maintain a hotline for reports by the public. They compile a blacklist of non-desirable contents which several ISPs have adopted, and on the basis of which they remove content. Working To Halt Online Abuse (WHOA)\textsuperscript{27} is a similar initiative started in 1997, and fighting against Internet harassment and assault. The International Association of Internet Hotlines (INHOPE)\textsuperscript{28} was established in 1999, and defines and unifies the description of illegal and harmful online content, maintains reporting hotlines in 42 countries around the world, and also provides the public with advice adjusted to local conditions (helpline and awareness raising) on safe surfing. The organisation Cyberangels, mainly involved in awareness raising, was established in 1995, based on the example of Guardian Angels started in the US to fight street crime.\textsuperscript{29} Cyberangels draws attention to the latest online crime trends, offers protection solutions to users in the case of online stalking, helps avoid identity theft and maintain online privacy. The Association of Sites Advocating Child Protection (ASACP)\textsuperscript{30} is a certification association of pornographic websites registered in the US, and has been watching over the legality and compliance of pornographic content using the labelling technology since 1996. This organisation also has a hotline to promote the legal awareness of users.

The investigative authorities also cooperate with several service providers of online platforms to detect crimes. A recent example to this is a statement made by Facebook in July 2010 that they would add a Facebook Panic Button to the website. Facebook already allows its users to report online attacks against them, but the Panic Button would expressly be dedicated to reporting child sex abuse. The user would be able to send his report directly to CEOP by clicking the Panic Button. (CEOP press release, 2010) Besides child protection, there are a number of non-governmental organisations working in other fields, such as the freedom of speech and expression, privacy protection, and the free movement of information.

A virtual community is ideally regulated and governed from within, by itself (informal control). Formal (geographical) control is for many reasons not desirable. If the state once starts to restrict the freedom of speech – first only for reasons of fighting illegal and harmful content –, there is no guarantee that the restriction of civic liberties will stop at that. The state’s demand for exerting criminal law clashes with civic liberties. Virtual communities have grassroot governance, and no external, formal control fits into this system either from a technical, or a social structure point of view. Formal control has an effect that evolves towards the restriction of members’ rights and is disruptive of the community. The rules of geographical authorities do not fit into the decentralised system of virtual communities. The Internet is transnational, and its nature does not allow any independent power to impose dedicated rules on it. What is more, the assessment of contents can be different in different jurisdictions, but the Internet does not distinguish between users on the grounds of their nationality, or what geographical law is applicable to any given user. (Williams, 2010; Boyle, 1997)

\textsuperscript{27} WHOA: http://www.haltabuse.org/
\textsuperscript{28} INHOPE: https://www.inhope.org/
\textsuperscript{29} Cyberangels: http://www.cyberangels.org/security/index.php
\textsuperscript{30} ASACP: http://www.asacp.org/
There may be concerns in relation to the activities of ‘external’, non-police organisations that they represent their own interests better, than those of the community. So for example manufacturers of content filter software have less interest in protecting consumers than in generating profit, and responding to the requirements of the marketplace. (Yar calls this democratic deficit: Yar, 2010)

6. Conclusion

In the 1990s, computer-mediated communication was judged without empirical research. But even today, we know relatively little about crimes and deviance occurring in the virtual world. (Williams, 2010) Virtual worlds are not merely copies of the geographical world. Actual world computers and flesh and blood bodies are needed for their existence, and they possess a lot of elements of actual society. Through technology, residents can recreate their world in a way that nobody today can predict, since it is the first time in history this is happening. (Boellstorff, 2008)

There is need for research on the validity of criminological theories online (Williams, 2006) and how these communities could be regulated more effectively. Further concepts should be elaborated on what combination of formal, informal and technical control can effectively curb and give a response to offences.

Moral panic which only intensifies with the development of online communities, has an effect both on the degree of detail of legislation and the intensity of police intervention. The action of the authorities of the geographical world is absolutely necessary in relation to the gravest and most widespread acts. However, imposing rules on the communities is mainly the task of the communities themselves. The decentralised technical structures of the Internet do not make it possible for an external entity to shape the rules to be followed. Attempts should be appreciated of course, and the state’s efforts to exert criminal law are also understandable, as their aim is the protection of national security and the citizens. We should, however, concentrate on three important expectations.

The first one is that legal regulations should be transparent and easy to follow. In virtual communities, some activities are not realised as in real space, and the harm or actual threat they pose are not direct counterparts of geographical harms and threats, for which reason the prosecution of these acts in the virtual world is questionable.

The second requirement is that criminal law should remain in its traditional role as ultima ratio. Criminal law should not be the primary means to curb virtual deviances. Legal regulations should be supplemented with preventive measures at government level, such as for example raising awareness of threats, school education, and public information campaigns.

The third very important criterion is adjusting the approach of law enforcement to the virtual space. This does not only mean the continuous technical training of law enforcement officers, but also the learning of an analytical approach which would help law enforcement understand the events of virtual communities, namely who does what and why in the virtual world. Knowledge of the virtual community teaches us to identify in what situations there is a real threat, and identify the preparatory behaviours of actual crimes. We should however also remember that correlation between events does not equal causality.
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